This whole MPAA thing is wrong.

The MPAA is attempting to shut down a series of sites that all contain something called the DeCss files on them. The DeCss files allow a person to view DVD on any operating system as long as it has a DVD drive in it. Originally there are only drivers available for Windows and Apple computers. The creation of the DeCss allows users to create DVD viewers for other operation systems (Linux, Unix, etc.).

For some reason, the MPAA does not like this. One would think that this would allow for the sale of more DVDs if there players of DVDs are available around the world regardless of the operation system. But the MPAA still seeks to stop the hosting of the DeCss files. I myself have received an angry email from the MPAA demanding me to remove the files from my web site (http://conspiracynow.com). On the site, I have posted the letter.

Please contact me if you have any questions about this burning issue. If we don't take action now, we'll settle for nothing later.